
 
 
 

This Time Next Year 
By Jeni Janek 

 
I don’t want to come off as prophetic. Or maybe I do because some of the things I’m going to 
share with you are going to happen. And some of them, I pray, won’t. As an INFJ (personality 
type), I just hate being wrong if I can help it, and yet instinctively when I am, I’m kind of glad. 
There are so many uncertainties for the here-and-now. So many questions. Such uncharted 
territory. I can’t help but wonder if this is how life is now, what could life be like next year?  
 
When all of this started (let’s say for today’s purposes that life changed as I knew it on March 
12th when I knew that we probably didn’t have all that we needed if the world ended), the first 
thing I thought to do was be thankful for what I had. This isn’t my first rodeo with large-scale 
disaster and I knew through surviving hurricanes and an explosion that the drill was pretty much 
the same: shock, assessment of what you had (or didn’t), eventually settling into the newness of a 
lifestyle you didn’t ask for, the grief for what was taken from you, using things creatively as a 
“lifeboat” because you had to, trauma-bonding, and the trepidation for what may lie ahead.  
 
The difference, in this case, is that it’s not just me or my family suffering. It’s not just a large 
city somewhere off in the distance that I can’t identify with or even my small little farming 
community that I can identify with. It’s all of us. You don’t know anybody, anywhere, whose life 
hasn’t been impacted right now by a microscopic germ that is one-billionth our size and has all 
but overtaken the rotation of the planet.  
 
A time like this always makes me wonder. Perhaps it’s my internal need to justify, to look ahead, 
to consider possibilities (both good or bad) as a novice philosopher that urges me to emote a little 
in an effort to self-preserve. So here are a few things that I have pondered. Some have come to 
fruition. Some have not.  
 
The first concern I had once I secured what I could in my world, is the worlds of others whom I 
didn’t know. What about families who were in need? What about the elderly? What about the 
children? As soon as I wondered about the families in need, I saw the influx of people 
everywhere grappling with securing their own resources, starting with groceries (and the ever 
symbolic disappearance of toilet paper, which I still can’t figure out). Long lines, markers on the 
floors of the stores for standing 6 feet apart, face-shields around the cash registers, the scarcity of 
cleaning supplies, milk, eggs, and many other necessities). So that came to fruition almost 
immediately and was broadcasted to a degree to leave no doubt that we were experiencing a life-
changing event. But this was just the beginning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
When I worried about the elderly, soon after the reports of the packed stores, I saw that there 
were concessions for store times that allowed the elderly to shop for their needs in safety. After 
all, they are one of the most vulnerable populations and getting around perhaps wasn’t easy 
before the quarantine or shelter-in-place orders set it. I remember being in line with a much older 
senior who was buying staples and she turned to me so intentionally and with a somber and 
hollow voice said, “Looks like we are in for a new way of life”. The wisdom in her words came 
early in the crisis, but I could tell very likely came from a place of remembrance and sullen 
familiarity. It was as if she felt sorry for me for not knowing what would come next. And she 
did.  
 
As soon as I worried about the children and their safety in homes that were not perhaps as kind 
and warm before the crisis, I saw the reports of a spike in severe child abuse cases in one of the 
metroplex hospitals. The doctor utilized the opportunity to address the masses as a pleading point 
for parents to seek help if they are without means and the tension and stress spill over to the little 
lives who have no control over this or anything for that matter. My fear for them and the doctor’s 
words haunt me still. At the same time, I also knew that learning and taking care of kids of all 
ages would have to resume, but from home. This would tax parents and families for having to 
make choices about jobs or child care. There would be a roller-coaster ride for the economy. The 
grief cycle would turn like the earth around the sun.  
 
In the corner of my mind, I worried about families even staying together. Could marriages 
survive this, especially if they were not strong before? Today, I saw an article in Texas Monthly 
about a couple whose marriage didn’t survive. In week three, they realized that a divorce was 
imminent.  
 
So that’s my hand for what I’ve thought of and worried about that has come into being.  
I won’t share all of my theories and hypothesis ideations about the near future, for some are 
probably more from my own state of trauma from many years before (though I do have concerns 
for civil unrest and wonder about possible mandates for public appearances only in-mask or with 
gloves in the immediate future). But I do want to jump ahead to contemplate not just survival, 
but a thriving possibility.  
 
First, this has all happened before. Maybe not for some of us, but for the lady in the grocery store 
who looked at me with knowing eyes, this is not new.  Our nation, our world, will get through 
this. But life may look different. 
 
I wonder if this time next year that we’ll realize that we could learn something that was just a 
“good idea” before but became a life-boat for us now (i.e. Zooming or Google Hangout, our 
dependency on technology and online communication). So more school lessons will involve 
videos, the use of the video-conferencing option as opposed to parents going directly to the 
school for a meeting, and ways to incorporate more technology into the classrooms because now, 
we have to.  
 
I wonder if our jobs may be impacted in a way that also makes us more reliant on technology and 
a greater focus on our work with one another moves to options that involve videos and virtual 
contact (telemedicine for physical and mental health needs). There were concepts just “breaking 
onto the scene” merely two months ago, and now they are here and being relied upon with the 
intensity of a survival situation as if we were all on our own little remote islands (which we 
pretty much are).  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
I wonder if our economies are more centered around healthcare and that our leaders see that no 
matter how we prep or focus on things outside of our purvey, that something like this can cripple 
a nation in a matter of days. I suspect that the language of COVID-19 and safeguards against 
another pandemic will take center-stage in politics and trade relations. We’ll be talking about this 
long after any shelter-order or quarantine order is lifted. We’ll see masks still being worn, we’ll 
see some blame, some finger-pointing (it’s inevitable, folks, really).  
 
We’ll also see some traditions and some cultural shifts that might not have happened were this 
situation not imposed upon us as it has been. For instance, has anyone had a chance to think 
about Easter? This pandemic happened during my favorite holiday all year. Of course, I have the 
obligatory easter decorations and if  I could get my spirits up to buy a chocolate bunny, I really 
tried to (though I saw that this aisle in nearly every store was untouched; a sign that priorities 
were worlds away). But I never thought to find or make a palm branch for my front door since I 
could not go to church on Palm Sunday. I think from now on, I’ll always decorate my door like 
this on Easter if I can. I’ll remember the sacrifice and during a time when we needed our faith 
most.  
 
We’ll see pictures and videos in our feeds about sidewalk mosaics in chalk, updates on picking 
up and delivering meals to our families, school parades, pictures of completed puzzles, and if 
nothing else, we will all treasure how precious it is to hug (Oh, the extroverts will be unleashed 
to hug when this is all over!). We’ll celebrate heroes like our nurses, our grocery store clerks, our 
truck drivers. We’ll see ribbons with colors that represent survival and prosperity. Maybe we’ll 
be a little more careful. Maybe we’ll be a little more mindful. Maybe we’ll have memorials for 
those who fought COVID-19 and were taken from us.  
 
This time next year, I hope we can find what our new “normal” is. It won’t be the same as it was 
before, I’m going to warn you. Our world has changed. Some things will stop happening. Others 
will continue with more fervor and intention than ever before. This time next year, I pray I run 
into that lady in the grocery store and can thank her for her prophetic words. No matter what 
happens next, I do believe she was right in that we will all experience a new way of life.  
 


